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EMMA JOSEPHSON 
Dear Portfolio Show Visitor,  

Thank you for taking the time to look through my portfolio! My name is 
Emma Josephson and I am a director, editor, and screenwriter. For the past 
four years I’ve taken advantage of every opportunity to work on a variety of 
projects, not only with my fellow peers but with industry professionals in 
Portland. My confidence and abilities have been developed from my 
involvement in commercial, narrative, and documentary projects with local 
companies and brands like Nike, Intel, and Leatherman. Spending time on 
these sets has provided me with hands-on experience operating professional 
production equipment, and navigating stressful and collaborative situations.

 I have developed a very broad skill set in the field of film and video 
production and I can efficiently and effectively carry out tasks from 
pre-production to post-production. I possess the technical skills to operate a 
wide variety of camera, lighting, and audio equipment. I am also proficient 
in all Adobe Suite video, motion graphic, and design programs. I’ve also had 
the opportunity to write and direct many of my own short films and direct a 
student-produced feature film last summer.  

The passion and drive for what I do as a filmmaker is inspired by stories
that share new perspectives with an audience. I am a strong collaborator
and communicator and I would be a great addition to any team or project. 
I hope you enjoy looking through my portfolio and please don’t hesitate to 
reach with further inquiries or questions. 
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